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Abstract 

The market is rapidly evolving in response to the growing demands of customers. To 

overcome these difficulties, innovative and efficient approaches for issue identification and 

visualization are required. Digital twin gives an approach to manufacturers to gain a clearer 

picture of real-world performance and operating conditions of a manufacturing asset via near 

real-time data captured from the asset and make proactive optimal operation decisions. It was 

discovered that the digital twin is a complicated notion currently in its early stages of growth, 

with differing viewpoints on how it should be defined across various professions and academia. 

The presented dissertation aims to develop and implement a process prediction system through 

a digital twin-based system for testing the process in virtual space before implement to 

shopfloor, as well as guidelines for implementing and creating a digital twin for companies 

within the production industry. 

Grinding is one of the most common precision machining methods because of its high 

machining efficiency and good finish quality. In the traditional grinding process, in order to set 

the appropriate machining parameters, researcher use the trial error method to calculate the 

appropriate machining parameters, which takes a lot of time. The grinding force is the most 

important parameter in the grinding process which affects the product quality. Today's products 

are become more individualized and high uncertainty, it is necessary to reduce the product 

design cycle of products and improve production efficiency. In this dissertation, the digital twin 

technology was implemented to the grinding process for predicting process behavior. By 

testing the machining parameters in advance, predicting the machining behavior, optimizing 

the machining parameters through the test results. At the same time, in the actual on-site 

machining process, by connecting with industrial PLC and sensors, input real-time machining 

parameters and sensors data, and calculate the cutting state under ideal conditions. These values 
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are compared with the actual values as reference values, and if there is a deviation and exceeds 

the threshold, it means that there is a failure in the production process. On-site operators will 

inspect the machine and product.  

The proposed methodology for grinding behavior prediction using a digital twin 

approach, with the vertical double side grinding machine performing the required work while 

connecting the PLC program. The proposed approach integrates the information obtained from 

the sensors, physic models, and operation of the system to establish the grinding machine 

model and carry out grinding force. Simulation results show the proper connection between 

models and communication. The digital model was established to exactly match the operation 

of the physical system. Comparison between predicted result obtained from the proposed 

digital twin model and experiment, revealed a good agreement between proposed model and 

practice, indicating therefore that the model may be suitable for industrial applications further. 

The created system is installed on a SIEMENS-based platform in industrial PC and is 

compatible with a variety of additional programming tools. The technology makes a substantial 

contribution to Industry 4.0 and the autonomous operation of production facilities. It has 

increased total brake disc production productivity by lowering the number of quality failures 

and minimizing reliance on operators for process knowledge.  

This dissertation will begin with an overview of related literature before moving on to 

the research strategies used in the current study. It assesses the notion of digital twins for smart 

factories as well as the technology underlying them. It examines the different definitions of a 

digital twin, how far technology has progressed, and what manufacturing organizations need 

to deploy and develop digital twins. The development of a digital twin-based system, as well 

as its mechatronic modeling, deployment, and manufacturing implementation, are covered in 
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the following sections. The final section informs the producers about the advantages of this 

technology.  
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Chapter 1 . GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Motivation 

As the marketplace is continuously changing, introducing more and more competition for 

the manufacturing companies than ever. In this era of technological advancement, companies are 

spending on research and development more than ever so they could stay in the competition. As 

the money spent in research and development can bring economic prosperity. By staying in the 

competition means providing customers with best services in the shortest time, with a limited 

amount of budget. 

If we analyze the case of manufacturing industries, they cannot afford the mistakes 

especially in the design phase of product. It can cost them a lot of money, in terms of delaying to 

deliver the product, re-designing and damage to the reputation of a firm. The concept of digital 

twin can be used by the manufacturing industries to cope up with these problems. The digital 

representation of the physical product can be used to test different solutions of client’s problem 

without using hardware. Moreover, these models can be integrated with the programming software 

for the validation, which can reduce the risk of errors. As this is an era of industry 4.0, many are 

already adopting the concept of digital twin and virtual commissioning to provide their clients with 

best possible solutions like Volvo, GE, Siemens, Alfa Laval. 

Traditionally, when a problem is faced in a manufacturing process, conventional methods 

are used for observing and troubleshooting purpose e.g. checking control logic of the process and 

trends of control signals. With the technological evolution, there is need for more efficient method 

for the identification of the problem so that troubleshooting could be done easily. 
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Secondly, manufacturing industries usually build and assemble the same type of products. 

This type of arrangement is feasible if there are no changes in the design. When there are some 

variations required, then it’s a challenge for manufacturers. The changes should integrate with 

existing design along with better efficiency and standards. The mistakes in the design phase can 

cost the manufacturers a lot of money and time, which cannot be wasted while the competition is 

so fierce. This highlights the need for a method to verify the designed model. 

As the industry 4.0 revolution is going on, manufacturers tend to invest less and make more 

profit, by utilizing the latest technologies present in the market. They do not have to assemble 

hardware for their initial design check and validation. Instead, this can be achieved by creating the 

digital twin of the required product, which enable the manufacturers to test alternative solutions 

for a problem. By this, flaws in the design can be detected in the early stages, which leads to a 

higher degree of accuracy, product of better quality and ultimately customer satisfaction. This 

gives manufacturers freedom of testing a plethora of ideas, which cannot be implemented or 

probably risky in hardware scenario. 

Therefore, a digital twin-based system is developed to predict the process behavior to 

evaluate and manage the machining process in the virtual space test phase, predict product defects 

in advance, reduce costs and improve competitiveness. 
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1.2. State of art 

1.2.1. Concept and definition of a digital twin 

The concept of using a “twin” originated from the construction of two identical space 

vehicles in NASA’s Apollo program. The vehicle that remained on the Earth was configured to 

mirror the state of the space vehicle during the mission and called the “twin.” Models of space 

vehicles that remain on the Earth during flight missions have been used to simulate alternatives, 

reflecting data on flight conditions to support astronauts in critical situations.[1] This application 

demonstrates the potential of virtual simulation in linking physical and virtual spaces. A virtual 

simulation model reflects the constraints of physical assets without errors and direct training on 

physical assets to extract appropriate solutions through virtual simulation.  

 

Figure 1.1. Conceptual idea of digital twin [1] 
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As such, it is an efficient tool for extracting powerful actions for physical assets, and it is 

more advantageous than performing trial-and-error method on physical assets in terms of time and 

cost because it is possible to solve problems with physical assets in advance through experiments 

[2-3]. 

Nevertheless, because virtual simulation does not involve linking data between the physical 

and cyber worlds, it cannot actually generate a “twin.” Therefore, virtual simulation cannot be 

regarded as DT [4]. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Elements of digital twin [4] 
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As mentioned earlier, the concept of DT was first introduced by Michael Grieves in an 

executive course on PLM at the University of Michigan, USA [5]. According to Grieves [6,7], a 

DT model comprises the following three basic elements: 

1. Physical space containing physical objects.  

2. Cyber space containing cyber objects.  

3. Link for data and information to flow from physical space to cyber space in order to 

synchronize the physical and cyber systems by exchanging data. 

Despite the fact that digital representations were relatively new, the technology at the time 

was not advanced enough to portray physical products as digital representations. This is because 

there was little information gathered while physical things were being produced [5]. 

The advancement of cloud services, IoT, AI, big data, and other new-generation 

information technologies in the decade after the introduction of DT has made it possible to gather 

data on the production site, or the real world. This has made it possible to communicate with the 

online community and eventually realize DT [8–10]. Numerous research on DT in many industries 

led to its inclusion in Gartner's Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends from 2017 to 2019, 

demonstrating its significance [11–13]. A DT has been defined in a variety of ways by various 

academics, as indicated in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. Definitions of digital twin [14] 

No Year Author Definition 

1. 2014 Grieves 
Virtual representation of what has been produced 

 

2. 2015 Rosen et al. 

Realistic models of the current state of the process 

and their own behavior in interaction with their 

environment in the real world 

 

3. 2016 Canedo 

Creating a digital representation of a real-world 

object with focus on the object itself 

 

4. 2017 Weber et al. 

With regard to the software, a DT is the digital 

representation of all the states and functions of a 

physical asset 

 

5. 2018 Tao et al. 

DT is an integrated multiphysics, multiscale, and 

probabilistic simulation of a complex product and 

uses the best available physical models, sensor 

updates, etc., to mirror the life of its corresponding 

twin 

6. 
2019 

Talkhestani et 

al. 

The DT is a virtual representation of a physical 

asset in a CPPS, capable of mirroring its static and 

dynamic characteristics 

 

7. 
2020 Rasheed et al. 

DT can be defined as a virtual representation of a 

physical asset enabled through data and 

simulators for real-time prediction, optimization, 

monitoring, controlling, and improved 

decision making.” 
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1.2.2. Application fields of digital twin 

In 1950, Dean [15] introduced the idea of a product lifecycle. The four stages of the product 

lifetime are introduction, growth, maturity or stabilization, and decline. The product lifecycle 

encompasses all procedures associated with a product, from market adoption through product 

disposal [16]. Product lifetime has been redefined to include the entire process, including product 

demand analysis, design, manufacture, sales, after-sales support, and recycling as a result of the 

emergence of concurrent engineering [17,18]. It therefore includes the full process of  developing 

the product concept, designing, manufacturing, transporting, selling, using, providing after-sales 

support, and recycling or discarding. Each stage generates a significant amount of data, as seen in 

Table 1.2 [19–22]. 

To give systematic instructions for manufacturing processes, big data collected during the 

product lifetime may be examined [21]. However, Tao et al. [22] found the following issues with 

PLM's application and product data management: 

1. Information islands can arise from data collected during the product lifecycle due to 

actions and purposes that are not mutually exclusive. 

2. There is a significant amount of duplicate data throughout the product lifetime. 

3. It is challenging to compare numerous operations and the analysis of massive data 

produced over the product lifecycle with actual production facilities since there is little to no 

recurrence and contact. 

4. Analyzing real product data rather than model data from virtual products is ideal for big 

data applications. 
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Additionally, it may be used to anticipate how a product will operate in the future in 

addition to virtual representation. In order to give performance data, optimize design, and enhance 

production processes, DT may also generate predictions regarding actual goods [23,24]. 

Table 1.2. Application field of manufacturing digital twin 

Phase Description 

Concept 

generation 

Define product design and main functions based on customer 

requirements and information on related products in the market. 

 

Design 

Establish necessary product definitions and designs before 

production. Divided into product design specification (collect 

product information and define in precise terms), conceptual design 

(find and define solutions that satisfy the design specification), and 

detailed design (finalize the size, shape, etc. of individual 

components and materials considering manufacturing functions). 

 

Manufacturing 

(Production) 

Manufacture or produce products by processing and assembling 

parts according to the specifications defined in the design phase. 

 

Transportation 
After completing manufacturing or production, transport the product 

to the point of sale according to market demand and orders. 

Sales  Sell the product to customers (companies or individuals). 

Utilization 

Customer operates the product based on information provided in the 

manual. 

 

After-sales 

service 

Provide maintenance, service, and repair in the event of product 

malfunctions and the like during customer use. 

 

Recycle/disposal Discard or repurpose the product after the customer has finished 

using it. 

 

By creating RAMI 4.0, BITKOM, VDMA, and ZVEI have created a new architecture 

model that satisfies Industry 4.0's requirements. A three-dimensional (3D) model was created, as 

seen in Fig. 1.3, to illustrate all the elements of the interrelated technical qualities [25–27]. To 
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describe the elements of Industry 4.0, the product lifecycle and value stream are merged and 

hierarchically organized, and thus offers a flexible description of the industry 4.0 environment [23]. 

The following is a summary of each axis of RAMI4.0 [28]: 

 

 

Figure 1.3. RAMI 4.0 

 

a) Levels axis: Consists of six layers that break down an object's features into an organized 

hierarchy for each layer, such as asset, integration, communication, information, functional, and 

business. It is a digital map of the thing as a result. The layers, lifetime and value stream, and 

hierarchy level axes may be used to map out key elements of Industry 4.0, and objects can be 

categorized using the models. Industry 4.0 principles may be freely explained and put into practice 

using RAMI 4.0. 
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b) Lifespan and value stream axis: Based on IEC 62890, this axis categorizes facilities or 

goods into kinds and instances to describe the lifecycle. The fundamental lifecycle management 

philosophy for systems and components used in industrial process measurement, control, and 

automation is specified in IEC 62890, and it supports the lifespan of product type and instance. 

c) Hierarchy level axis: Based on IEC 62264 and IEC 61512, this axis has hierarchical 

levels that reflect different operations inside a facility or factory. The fundamental paradigm for 

enterprise-control system integration is defined by IEC 62264, while the particular model for batch 

control is provided by IEC 61512. These two standards aid in the comprehension of the 

manufacturing system since they describe the factory resources that need to be managed for 

production and operations. The hierarchy levels include product, field devices, control devices, 

station, work unit, enterprise, and linked world to incorporate as many manufacturing system 

domains as feasible. 

Numerous studies have made use of some of the RAMI 4.0 elements discussed above in 

DT, and there are numerous instances where elements have been applied to the interior or outside 

of plants along the hierarchy levels axis. The concepts used to describe the hierarchy levels axis 

are broad in scope [23]. From a manufacturing standpoint, commonly used phrases like "product," 

"machine," "process," "factory (plant)," and "logistics" might be reinterpreted. These comprise not 

just the goods to be created and the manufacturing facilities, but also the portion for cooperation, 

much as the specific components of the hierarchy levels axis [23]. 
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1.2.3. Technologies of smart manufacturing for digital twin applications 

Smart manufacturing is described as "a manufacturing system that is entirely integrated 

and collaborative to meet dynamic demands and requirements of customer needs, factories, and 

supply chain network in real time" by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

[29]. Contrarily, "a novel production pattern integrating manufacturing assets with sensors, 

computer platforms, information and communication technology (ICT), control, simulation, data-

intensive modeling, and engineering" has been used to characterize smart manufacturing [30]. In 

other words, smart manufacturing is a revolution in the manufacturing industry that tries to address 

a number of challenging and irregular situations. The IoT, including cyber-physical systems (CPS), 

the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, big data, and sensors, is needed for smart 

manufacturing, on the other hand [31]. By interacting and combining the physical and digital 

worlds in line with the requirements of the manufacturing business, these technologies are intended 

to generate smart manufacturing [32–34]. Additionally, since DT was introduced, these 

technologies have advanced greatly, and DT that links manufacturing sites and cyber models has 

developed at the same rate as element technologies. In other words, ICT has expanded the utility 

of DT, and DT has been recognized as a significant contributor to the revolution in smart 

manufacturing [35]. As a result, studies are being conducted to determine the role of DT based on 

how DT and the industrial Internet interact as well as enabling technologies that increase the 

viability of technology [36,37]. 

A cloud-based CPS is advised for high-level processes and production systems due to 

Industry 4.0's revolution of the manufacturing paradigm [38]. Cloud technologies facilitate data 

flow in production systems and manufacturing digitalization. It suggests that by digitizing real-

time data from the floor and offering a range of services via cloud-based modules, a cloud-based 
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CPS may instantly assess the condition of a shop floor. In other words, real-time sensing, 

interoperability, and adaptability tasks may be performed more efficiently when DT or CPS are 

developed utilizing cloud technology [38,39]. The production paradigm has changed from 

conventional to cloud manufacturing as a result of the utilization of digitalized resources in the 

cloud [40]. Digital Twin as a Service, a new concept introduced by cloud technology, increases 

the level of smart manufacturing (DTaaS). Using cloud technology, everything may be provided 

as a service, including SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and IaaS 

(Infrastructure as a Service), according to Pallis [41]. (Infrastructure as a Service). An expansion 

of DT as a service is DTaaS, which engages vertically with consumers using augmented interfaces 

deployed with technologies like augmented/mixed/virtual reality (AR/MR/VR) for physical, 

digital, and cyberspace as a service [42]. The development of several applications that improve 

human-machine interaction is also made possible by this interface technology [43–46]. In other 

words, DT is digitalized, similar to other cloud resources, and as one of the numerous modules, it 

offers useful services. However, because CPS and DT also need the maintenance of information 

systems on an external server in addition to the collection, processing, and exchange of large 

amounts of data, cloud technology raises concerns about privacy, integrity, and security [47]. 

Cloud technology for DT has to use encryption and security standards, as well as research into 

standards and communication protocols, to address these problems [48,49]. 
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1.2.4. Digital twin-based performance testing 

The studies listed below are examples of earlier research that employed DT to conduct pilot 

tests on the production system for equipment, processes, and plants. 

When the task type of a robotic cell changed, Erdos et al. [50] sought to know if it was 

feasible to reconfigure the cell to operate on a different product. For this purpose, they employed 

DT to investigate if robot arrival or collision occurs as well as whether the robotic cell may be 

altered. The robot's route may be enhanced by continuously operating the DT while reflecting the 

robot's motions, path, and task order, as well as by changing the workspace's arrangement. The 

researchers found that using the conventional method takes roughly 5 days for revision and 

confirmation of cell reconfiguration, tool wear, and robot motions in a real operating cell, but 

employing DT only took a few hours to a day. Liu and co. To reduce costs and increase efficiency, 

[51] offered a DT-based advanced design approach for an automated flow-shop production system. 

According to this study, which compared and validated current AFMS with AFMS created and 

maintained by DT, AFMS utilizing DT reduced inventory by 28.6 percent, including WIP, and 

costs by 22.2 percent. Research has shown that DT may be utilized to dramatically boost AFMS 

effectiveness consequently. For the customized design of a hollow glass manufacturing line with 

various capacity, layout, and process route limitations, Zhang et al. [52] created a DT-based model. 

Based on the idea of "iterative optimization between static design and dynamic execution," this 

DT resolves an optimization issue in the design of a production line combining process constraints 

and the research of configuration variables. As a virtual twinning method based on distributed 

simulation, this study used simulation as a verification tool for the optimization solution. 
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Figure 1.4. System architecture for digital twin test [52] 
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Chapter 2  . RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Research object 

The goal of this dissertation is to implement of digital twin for predicting and monitoring 

grinding process behavior. The research object chosen for this study is the manufacturing process 

of brake disc. There are five production steps of brake disc, including material input automation, 

balancing correction, double side grinding, measurement and stamping, and finished product 

loading automation. This study will focus on the double side grinding process of brake disc. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Manufacturing process of brake disc 

 

The contribution of this paper is to apply DT techniques to the grinding process. The DT system 

is realized by the physical mechanical properties and electronic control properties of the grinding 

process. The developed system will be used to carry out the simulation of the machining 
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parameters to ensure the correctness of the machining parameters before they are applied to reality. 

At the same time, during on-site processing, real-time monitoring is performed by connecting PLC 

and sensors to the system, and dynamic parameters are imported for simulation. The simulated 

ideal current value is compared with the actual current value as a reference value to determine 

reliable operation.

 

Figure 2.2. Digital twin system for evaluating grinding process behavior 
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2.2. Research strategy followed 

The comprehensive step by step methodology is given below figure. The current grinding 

process, as well as the machine behavior, is analyzed. Firstly, the 3D model with mechanism of 

each component was generated. Then, the physical behavior of grinding machine was descried. A 

virtual controller was developed by analysis the real process controller behavior. A grinding 

process model was developed to calculate grinding process behavior. To prove the accuracy of the 

system, the simulated cutting force values should be compared with the actual values. Due to two 

grinding wheels and workpiece rotate simultaneously becomes a season that difficult to measure 

the grinding process behavior by using force sensors. Therefore, the system will describe the power 

flow, convert the simulated grinding force value into a current value along the power flow, and 

compare the current value with the actual measured current value to prove the accuracy of the 

system. The developed system is implemented to the actual factory. Since the system is developed 

based on Siemens platform, and the factory uses Mitsubishi PLC, data acquisition and data 

exchange modules will be developed at the same time to realize the interaction between the digital 

twin system and the physical machine. Finally, compare the experimental data to prove the 

accuracy of the system.  
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Figure 2.3. Research strategy followed 

2.3. Verification and validation 

Verification and validation are crucial procedures for system analysis during the design or 

implementation phases. It shows if the designers are moving in the correct path or not. In order for 

the consumer to be sure that the design meets their needs, it is crucial to test the system while 

altering the ambient conditions, according to Andersson and Runeson [53]. 

According to authors, businesses devoted a significant portion of their money to evaluating 

and confirming the established system. To examine and research the validation procedures used in 

those firms, they performed a survey of 11 Swedish companies. When comparing small and large 
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enterprises, the authors claim that the techniques of verification differ significantly. Large 

companies employ commercial tools or software. Small businesses, on the other hand, typically 

employ house-made equipment for validation. These approaches still need to be improved, 

according to authors [53]. 

All life cycle models, including those for hardware, software, and systems, are consistent 

with IEEE's definition of verification and validation as a standard. According to IEEE, there are a 

number of practical procedures that are helpful in figuring out whether the created system or 

product fits the intended purpose and matches the customer's needs [54]. 

Verification and validation procedures are crucial for planning and implementing since 

they directly affect product creation, functioning, and the way customers view the entire system, 

according to Maropoulos and Ceglarek. These techniques check the accuracy of the model's 

representation of the real system and its suitability for application in accordance with customer 

specifications or requirements throughout the model-building stage of simulation [55]. 

According to Rabe, Spieckermann, and Wenzel, the verification and validation procedures 

may be used to compare the applicability of a model or product to the criteria. The ability of the 

designers to examine their designs after each modification provided by these technologies can also 

substantially aid in correct modeling of the system under consideration. By identifying several 

approaches to do a same goal, this aids in giving designers and clients choices to select from in 

accordance with their circumstances. The ability to make modifications and see how they affect 

the system, in the authors' opinion, also aids in a better understanding of how the system behaves 

[56]. 
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Utilizing a terminology comparable to that offered by other writers, William and Ülgen 

also gave an explanation of the verification and validation process. They also highlighted how the 

simulation model should be able to accurately reflect the actual systems, which also complies with 

the end user's expectations. The distinction between the definitions of verification and validation 

was also examined, and authors attempted to clarify their knowledge using figure 2.4.  

Verification may be used to compare the actual developed model to the requirements of 

the model or the model that the designers want to create. The validation process was described by 

the authors as an assessment of the proposed model and the actual physical system. The model can 

be regarded to be verified if the difference is small and it is operating correctly [57]. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Verification and validation of simulation Model 

 

Methods for verification and validation are relevant to, and in use in, the mechanical and 

electrical domains in addition to the software side. It can yield findings that give designers and 

clients the assurance that the system will function well in the real world as well, which is a top 

goal. 
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There are several methods for verification and validation, but we usually see them used in 

the context of contemporary model-based embedded systems. These techniques, often referred to 

as X-in-the-loop techniques, are typically utilized with electronic control units for the creation and 

validation of software. Some of these techniques are briefly covered in the subsections that follow. 

1. Model in the loop 

2. Software in the loop 

3. Processor in the loop 

4. Hardware in the loop 

 

1. Model in the loop: This simulation strategy is said to be the one that is employed the 

most frequently for model-based advancements. It may test the control code, which is developed 

using the model language, and is often built using graphics-oriented tools like Matlab (Simulink) 

(e.g. finite state machines). The code, which is in the format of the standard PLC language, cannot 

be validated, nevertheless, in accordance with standard IEC 61131-3 [58]. 

Vepsäläinen and Kuikka claim that not enough has been done to include simulations into 

model-driven development methodologies. The control system of a crane was tested by authors 

using the simulation provided by the Unified Modeling Language (UML) Automation profile tool 

[58]. The Model in the Loop simulation technique was employed in this application, which is only 

one of many such. 
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2. Software in the loop: The use of a virtual controller, also known as a "Emulator," coupled 

with a virtual representation of the real-world system via a communication channel (such as Open 

Platform Communication (OPC), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/ IP), etc.) is known as this 

simulation methodology. Another way to put it is that it combines the virtual controller with a 

simulation of a real plant. For a better grasp of the ideas associated with this method, refer to Figure 

2.5, which is presented below. 

Software-in-the- Numerous production methods have employed loop. Emulation was 

utilized in the packaging line for consumer goods by Phillips and Montalvo. According to the 

authors, by employing a virtual 3D model of the manufacturing line, mimicked testing reduced the 

starting time of the packing line by up to 50%. Control engineers were able to use it in its early 

phases in this fashion. The RSLogix Emulate 5000 was utilized by the authors as a virtual 

controller [59]. 
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Figure 2.5. Software in the loop 
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Software-in-the-loop methodology was utilized by Dzinic and Yao for a manufacturing 

cell that was installed in a lab. For the simulation of the production cell, they utilized a program 

named "Xcelgo Experior," and they established TCP/IP connectivity with the emulator using a 

third-party application called "Net-to-PLCSIM" [60]. 

The Krause employed the similar strategy in 2007 for the liquefied natural gas (LNG) 

facility. The process simulator "Sandvika" from Kongsberg Process Simulation and the AC 870P/ 

Melody System emulation, both of which are active components of the ABB 800xA Distributed 

Control System, were utilized by the author (DCS). He was able to effectively link the simulation 

with more than 10,000 inputs and outputs from the Norwegian LNG facility [61]. 

3. Processor in the Loop: Hoffmann claims that this method is mostly utilized in the 

automobile sector to evaluate the software of Electronic Control Units (ECU), but it is seldom ever 

applied to industrial control applications [62]. The actual control code on the processors is tested 

using a technique called processor-in-the-loop, or PIL, although not in real time. Additionally, it 

has the ability to automatically test various situations and find any errors in the control code. 

4. Hardware in the Loop: Unlike software in the loop, where an emulator is used to simulate 

the operation of the real controller, hardware in the loop simulation uses a genuine controller that 

is connected to the simulation and actual hardware. As seen in figure 2.6, some of the system's 

components are simulated, while others are made of actual hardware. The aerospace and 

automobile sectors are highly familiar with this strategy since many projects have been carried out 

utilizing it. 

Isermann, Schaffnit, and Sinsel claim that when some system components are absent or it 

is highly expensive to experiment with the real system, simulation techniques like hardware in the 
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loop are used. The issue of time also exists. This method was utilized by authors to design novel 

control algorithms and to analyze diesel engines in detail [63]. 

Hardware in the loop is a proven method for creating and assessing a control system, 

according to M. Bacic. It lets us to combine actual hardware (a controller) with the simulation, 

which aids in our ability to comprehend how the system behaves in the present. If the intended 

system is capable of providing in the appropriate amount of time, this provides crucial information 

about its competency. The author also noted that although designers have been using this method 

for more than 40 years for significant projects including the design of anti-lock brake systems 

(ABS), highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT), and missile guidance systems, it has 

not yet been formalized [64]. 

For a deeper understanding of this strategy and how it has been applied to other projects, 

see Figure 2.6. Dzinic and Yao used both hardware in the loop and software in the loop simulation 

techniques to verify their Experior-created simulation of a manufacturing cell. They noticed 

identical outcomes for their case study as a result of their verification [60]. 

As control programs are created and verified using the same controller, which should then 

be utilized for controlling purposes on the factory floor, the hardware in the loop method is also 

beneficial in this regard. It serves as the framework for the overall automation system's integration 

test. 
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Figure 2.6. Hardware in the loop 
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2.4. Testing control programs 

Verification The response program, which was being used to test the code, was swapped 

out with a PC-based simulation model in the authors' simulation models. By Danielsson and his 

team, six simulation approaches were established. 

1. The first is the "logic simulator approach," which Hoffmann [61] sometimes referred to 

as "model in the loop (MIL)". In this method, the author used a model of a genuine controller to 

evaluate the logic. Although it was an advance over earlier methods, there was still space for 

growth. 

2. "Logic emulator" is the name given to the second technique. The key benefit of this 

strategy is that both the testing and the actual controller may be written in the same programming 

language. The CPU response method's requirement for change is not necessary here. Thus, 

programmers may save a great deal of time and effort. 

3. The third technique, referred known as "control system simulators," deals with 

simulating a real-world object. For a better knowledge and code validation of that particular 

physical system, such as robots, simulation systems for real hardware can be incorporated. 

4. "Real control systems," often known as "hardware in the loop (HIL)," is the fourth phrase, 

according to Danialsson and group. This strategy links simulation to the actual controller. This 

strategy may offer a thorough comprehension of the entire process together with genuine values. 

The primary disadvantage of this method at the time was the potential for delays in the data transfer 

between controller and PC, which might disrupt the simulation. 
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Figure 2.7. Real control system method 

 

5. The fifth technique, referred to as "online control," is tying simulation and real-world 

systems together through a controller. The only distinction between this methodology and the real 

control systems approach is how the controller and hardware are connected. 

6. The author claims that "control system emulator," commonly referred to as "software in 

the loop (SIL)," is the sixth way for the simulation. The actual controller is replicated in this 

process. This technique may be used to check the code, and the exact same program can be used 

for controlling without any changes. This method, as illustrated in figure 2.8, synchronizes 

simulation models with emulators to test a variety of situations without requiring real hardware. 

As a result, it enables the risk-free testing and validation of several concepts. 

According to Danielsson and colleagues, there are two potential difficulties with this 

strategy. The synchronization of time between simulation and emulation models comes first. It 
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poses a significant challenge to all scholars. Siemens PLCSIM, for instance, may be successfully 

utilized for code validation without the need of a real controller. Hoffmann claims that there is a 

time synchronization issue when utilizing PLCSIM with simulation models, which has an impact 

on the entire purpose of the testing. Siemens solved this issue while creating the PLCSIM 

Advanced emulator [61]. 

Designing simulation models of real processes was the second issue mentioned by 

Danielsson and colleagues. The creation of a model that accurately represents the hardware takes 

a lot of time and work. Consequently, this approach's problem is represented. 

Figure 2.8. Control system emulator method 
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Chapter 3 . MODELLING OF GRINDING PROCESS 

3.1. Modelling of grinding force 

The double side grinding process are shown in figure 3.1. The grinding wheel connected 

with spindle directly. 24 CBN grinding segment stone evenly distributed in the circumferential 

direction. The upper and lower grinding wheel, which rotated in different direction, simultaneously 

process the surface of brake disc. Therefore, the mechanical effect of the upper and lower parts is 

different and need to be analyzed separately. 

Firstly, the grinding force of single grinding segment stone will be analyzed. The upper 

grinding wheel rotated in clockwise and brake disc rotated in counterclockwise. The absolute 

speed of the grinding stone segment of the upper grinding wheel relative to the workpiece in the 

Cartesian coordinate system is shown in the following formula. 

 

Figure 3.1. Grinding process of brake disc 
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Then calculate the tangential velocity to the grinding wheel. 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
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     (3.01) 

where ： 

D1: Grinding wheel diameter 

ω1: rotation speed of grinding wheel 

ω2: rotation speed of brake disk 

L: center distance between grinding wheel and brake disk 

 

The force can be calculated as follow: 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

ix x ix w ie

iy y iy w ie

F t K V t a a t

F t K V t a a t

=   

=   
        (3.02) 

Where 

Kx,Ky,Kz:  constants of force coefficients 

V:  velocity of grinding stone 

aw:  cutting width 

ae:  effective cutting depth 
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The effective rotation angle of the CBN grinding segment on the workpiece is  

-18 to +18. The figure 3.2 illustrate the trajectory of CBN segment relate to rotation angle. The 

area between the red line is effective area. Calculate the effective tangential force of single grinding 

stone segment in specific time, and accumulate to get total tangential force: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

i m

x ix

i n

i m

y iy

i n

F t F t

F t F t

=

=

=

=

=

=





         (3.03) 

Where: 

n, m: effective grinding segment number at time t 

Fix: ith grinding segment force in x direction 

Fiy: ith grinding segment force in y direction 
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Figure 3.2. effective rotation angle of the CBN grinding segment 

 

Through real-time grinding wheel and workpiece rotation speed monitoring, the effective 

grinding power is calculated.  

3.2. Modelling of power flow 

The research object is driven by several motors as shown in figure 3.3, this chapter mainly 

analyzes the upper grinding wheel spindle behavior. All mechanical and electromechanical losses 

need to analyze to calculate the effective grinding power. Figure 3.4 illustrate all kind losses alone 

the power flow. 
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Figure 3.3. Analysis of mechanical mechanism of components along force flow 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.  Power flow in a motorized spindle [66] 
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In the present work, the model for total spindle power estimation in terms of including all 

mechanical and electrical sources of power loss in the spindle drive. Figure 3.5 illustrates a typical 

modern motorized spindle with a simplified presentation of all mechanicals torques that it has to 

overcome while rotating: friction in bearings, TfBi; cutting torque, Tcut; and windage friction torque, 

Tνw. [62] 

 

 

Figure 3.5.  Free-body schematic diagram of the spindle [66] 

 

As a general rule, the Coulomb friction depends on the material properties and normal 

forces in the friction contact, whereas the viscous friction depends on the relative motion speed of 

the bodies in contact and the characteristics of the fluid film separating them. The bearings in 

motorized spindles are generally designed as pairs of angular contact ball bearings to support the 

combined radial and axial load. Jones [63] created the first comprehensive analysis of the load 

deflection of angular contact bearings that took into account gyroscopic effects and the effect of 
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centrifugal forces on the balls. Empirical expressions for the viscous friction torque in the bearings 

have been presented by Palmgren [64]. Hertzian theory was used in Houpert's work [65] to 

calculate the geometrical characteristics of the contact zone and the pressure distribution in the 

fluid, but it did not account for the effects of centrifugal and gyroscopic forces on rolling elements. 

Harris [66] provides the most thorough analytical analysis of Coulomb and viscous friction in 

bearings. 

In high-speed machining, the low-friction characteristics of angular contact bearings are 

particularly crucial. In such a system, the value of the contact angles between the balls and the 

rings depends on dynamic factors in operating circumstances. A method for the explicit angle 

computation in angular contact ball bearings has been devised by Antoine et al. [67]. 

Due to the air's dynamic viscosity, the windage friction torque arises in the space between 

the rotor and stator. Bossmanns and Tu have examined this issue [68]. In addition to mechanical 

losses, other kinds of losses resulting from electrical phenomena in the spindle motor are also a 

part of the power flow in motorized spindles. Fig. 2 presents this power flow as an illustration. 

Even though there has been a lot of study in the previous three decades, theoretical models 

still cannot adequately explain all of the electrical power losses. Among others, Jordan [69] and 

Hughes [70] describe the mechanisms that give rise to various electrical losses. While Köfler [72] 

and Agamloh [73] provide some experimental and empirical results of stray loss estimation, 

Bossmans [71] and Köfler [72] give some semi-empirical formulations to quantify motor core and 

copper losses. 
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3.3 Theoretical model for the total spindle power calculation 

Motorized spindles of double side grinding machine tool use alternate current (AC) 

inductionmotors. Therefore, the expressions for mechanical and electrical losses estimation 

presented in the further text will correspond only to AC induction motors. 

The total power, ACP  (in watts), drawn by a symmetrical three-phase induction motor from 

the electrical network is calculated by the following expression: 

3ACP UI=            (3.04) 

where U is the voltage and I is the current. Only a portion of the total power, termed as 

effective electric input power, ACeffP  (in watts), is actually used for overcoming mechanical losses 

or dissipated as heat. It is expressed as: 

3 cosACeffP UI =           (3.05) 

In Eq. 2.2, cosφ represents the power factor (φ is the phase angle between the vectors of 

voltage and the current). In modern electric motor designs, automatic power factor correction units 

are implemented to achieve cos 1 = , thus reducing transmission losses and improving voltage 

regulation. 

The total power (in watts) used by a motorized spindle to overcome the mechanical load 

and compensate for mechanical and electrical losses in the system is expressed by summing up the 

following components: 

ACeff cut ml elP P P P= + +          (3.06) 
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where 

– cut cut MP T =  is the power providing the cutting torque, Tcut, needed to overcome 

tangential cutting force in the tool/part contact at a spindle rotational speed, M  (per second) 

– Pm1 and Pe1 represent the total mechanical and electrical power losses, respectively, in 

the spindle drive system. 

 

3.3.1. Mechanical Losses in spindle 

Total mechanical losses in the motorized spindle are the consequence of the Coulomb and 

viscous friction phenomena in contact areas due to the relative motions of the members of 

kinematic pairs. The total torque required to overcome all sources of mechanical power loss in a 

motorized spindle is expressed as 

ml
ml v

M

P
T T T


= = +           (3.07) 

where Tμ is the torque to overcome the Coulomb friction forces and Tv is the torque to 

overcome the viscous friction forces. This equation is further decomposed according to the 

physical sources of friction loss into 

ml B l B s Bv vwT T T T T = + + +          (3.08) 

where Tμl is the load-related friction torque in spindle bearings, Tμs is the spin-related 

friction torque in spindle bearings, TBv is the viscous friction torque in spindle bearings, and Tvw is 

the windage friction torque in the air gap between the stator and the rotor. 
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Load-related friction torque in spindle bearings, TBμl 

The dependency of friction losses in bearings on both load and velocity is of great 

importance in high-speed machining analyses. Angular contact ball bearings are commonly used 

in motorized spindles. The most comprehensive theoretical bearing friction model is given by 

Harris [66]. 

Bearing friction torque due to the applied load is calculated as 

1B l a BbT f F d =           (3.09) 

where fl is a unitless factor depending upon the bearing design and relative bearing load, 

Fa is contact angle related load (newton), and dBb is the diameter of a bearing that corresponds to 

the centers of the balls (in millimeters). 

Bearing friction torque due to the applied load can be calculated analytically/numerically. 

It does not depend on spindle speed, but it is strongly dependent on the bearing geometry and type. 

The power needed to overcome the bearing friction torque due to the applied load is expressed as 

1B l B l M a Bb MP T f F d  = =          (3.10) 

Equation 2.7 is simplified to describe the power needed to overcome the bearing friction 

torque due to the applied load. 

B l B l MP K =           (3.11) 

where KBμl is an applied load constant. 

For ball bearings, the factor fl can be calculated by using the following expression [66]: 
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C

 
=  

 
          (3.12) 

where z and y are constants depending on the ball bearing contact angles. For nominal 

contact angles between 30° and 40° in angular contact ball bearings, the values of these coefficients 

are z=0.001 and y=0.33 [66]. Fs and Cs are the static equivalent load and the basic static load (both 

in newton), respectively. 

The basic static load, Cs, is approximated by using 

2 coss s bC iZd =           (3.13) 

where 

– φs is a unitless parameter depending on the following ratio, b : 

cosb
b

Bb

d

d


 =            (3.14) 

– i is the number of rows of rolling elements, 

– Z is the number of balls per bearing, 

– db is the ball diameter (in millimeters), 

– is the ball bearing contact angle (radian) 

Static equivalent load is equal to the radial load at radial bearings and to the axial load at 

thrust bearings. For angular contact ball bearings, it is calculated by using 
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( )max ,s s r s a rF X F Y F F= +          (3.15) 

where Xs and Ys are constants depending on the ball bearing contact angle, Fr is the radial 

load (in newton), and Fa the is axial load (in newton). 

Values of Cs are generally given in manufacturers’ catalogues along with the data to enable 

the calculation of Fs [66]. Contact angle-related load can be calculated by using the following 

expression: 

( )max 0.9 cot 0.1 ,a r rF F F F = −         (3.16) 

The notion of the bearing contact angle needs to be explained in detail because its value 

depends on the work conditions of the bearing. 

The spin-related friction torque, TBμs 

When a rolling element rotates relative to a deformed surface in the contact areas with 

raceways, instead of a simple rolling motion, a combination of rolling and sliding motions of the 

rolling element is generated. Additionally, in the case of angular contact ball bearings, due to the 

gyroscopic effect, the rolling motion does not occur exactly on a line parallel to the raceway. As a 

consequence, an additional motion occurs: the “spinning” rotation of the ball. It represents the pure 

sliding in the contact area, thus contributing significantly to the overall bearing friction power loss. 

Detailed analysis of this problem is given by Harris [66]; here, the main conclusions from 

[66] are applied to the case of spindle bearings. Two variables, the angular speed of ball spinning 

and the corresponding friction torque, are determined in order to calculate the power loss due to 

the ball spinning phenomenon. 
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the speed vector for a single ball in a bearing. The pitch angle β is a 

consequence of the angular contact bearing design, whereas the yaw angle β′ is a consequence of 

the existence of the gyroscopic motion: 

 
 

Figure 3.6. Ball angular speed vector in a non-zero ball-raceway contact [66] 

 

– b  is the vector of the resultant angular velocity of the ball (composed of the rolling, 

sliding, and spinning motion components) 

– x is the axis of the bearing rotation 
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–   is the current angular position of the ball in the bearing 

The angular speed of spinning for a ball in the bearing spin  can be calculated using the 

following expression [66]: 

( )
1 cos

tan sinb i
spin i i

b

 
    



 −
= − + 

 
       (3.17) 

where 

– M  is the angular speed of the motor (spindle) shaft 

– αi and αo are the dynamic values of the bearing contact angle corresponding to the inner 

and outer raceways, respectively 

Finally, we obtain the total power required to overcome the spin-related friction torque for 

all Nb balls as 

( )B s b B si B so spinP N T T   = +         (3.18) 

Power loss due to the spin relation friction in bearings is calculated for spindle speeds up 

to 20,000 rpm. The calculation is done using a program written in C++. The input parameters for 

the calculation are taken from the case study given in [74]. 

Based on the results, the following polynomial model is assumed for the power loss due to 

the spin-related friction in bearings as a function of the angular speed of the spindle: 

3 5
0 1 2B s B s M B s M B s MP K K K     = + +        (3.19) 
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where K0Bμs and K2Bμs are constants. The fifth-degree term in the polynomial function 

ensures a better prediction of the power spent due to the spin-related friction during highspeed 

machining conditions. 

 

 

Figure 3.7.  Power loss due to the spin relation friction in bearings vs. spindle speed 

 

Friction torque due to lubricant viscosity, TBn 

The torque due to lubricant viscous friction is given by the following expression [64]: 

( )
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     (3.20) 
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where n is kinematic viscosity (centistokes), Mn  is a spindle (motor shaft) rotational speed 

(revolutions per minute), and vf  is a factor depending on the type of bearing and method of 

lubrication (Table 3.1) 

Table 3.1. Values of fv depending on ball bearing type and method of lubrication 

Type of 

lubrication 
Grease Oil mist Oil bath 

Oil bath (vertical shaft) 

or oil jet 

fv 
2 1.7 3.3 6.6 

 

2.1.4 Windage friction torque, Tnw 

Another friction source is the air gap between the rotor and stator, i.e., the dynamic 

viscosity of the air. This problem has been analyzed by Bossmanns and Tu [68]. The rotor and the 

stator have different surface velocities (the stator has zero surface velocity), and the 

circumferential velocity profile of air is assumed to be linear between the two boundaries. The 

power loss due to the windage friction can be expressed as 

2
vw vw MP K =            (3.21) 

where Kvw is the windage friction constant. 

 

3.3.2. Electrical Loss  

The losses in electric motors originate in several motor components. They are due to very 

complex phenomena and are dependent on the type, characteristics, and the application of an 
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electric motor. Consequently, in spite of numerous research efforts resulting in various 

methodologies for analytical or experimental determination of these losses, they still represent a 

domain where many questions are left unanswered. 

According to their sources, electrical losses can be divided into four groups [69]: copper 

losses in the stator, PSCu; copper losses in the rotor, PRCu; iron losses, PMFe; and stray losses, Pstray. 

Hence, the total losses due to electrical phenomena are calculated as 

el SCu RCu MFe staryP P P P P= + + +         (3.22) 

Copper losses 

Copper losses are a function of the current flowing through the stator winding, IS (amperes), 

and the rotor cage, IR (amperes). They can be calculated using the following expressions: 

2

2

SCu S S

RCu R R

P R I

P R I

=

=
           (3.23) 

where RS and RR (both in ohm) are, respectively, the electric resistances of stator and rotor 

materials (copper). 

Iron losses 

Iron losses are the result of hysteresis and eddy currents induced in the stator and rotor by 

the rotating magnetic field. They can be described as a function of the modulating frequency, f, as 

[71] 

( )3MFe E ratedP K f f f= +          (3.24) 
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where frated is the rated frequency (corresponding to the rated voltage of the electromotor) 

and KE is the eddy current-related constant. 

Taking into account that 

30

60 60 2

p p M pM
M

N N N
f n



 
= = =         (3.25) 

where Np is the number of magnetic pole pairs and nM (in revolutions per minute) is the 

rotational speed of the motor shaft. 

Stray losses 

Stray losses represent the same phenomenon as iron losses, but due to the spindle parts 

outside the motor that are located in the area reached by the magnetic field. These losses are also 

frequency-dependent, but they are difficult to calculate. There are several methodologies to 

determine them experimentally or estimate them by performing a finite element analysis [20]. 

An experimental analysis by Agamloh [73], conducted on about a thousand 60-Hz 

induction motors, has determined an average stray power loss at 1.2 % of useful power, Pcut 

(invested in overcoming the cutting torque) 

0.012stray cutP P=           (3.26) 

3.3.3. Module for power flow 

Based on the above analysis and modelling, the calculation of effective grinding power 

algorithm is shown in figure 3.8. This module was programed by C++ and connected with database 

and virtual space layer. 
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Figure 3.8.  Flowchart for calculate effective grinding power 
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Chapter 4 . DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL TWIN-BASED SYSTEM 

4.1. System architecture 

DTRM (Digital Twin Reference Model) is offering a universal reference model to facilitate 

the implementation of DT in many sectors since it has strong practicability and scalability. 

Therefore, the system architecture for braking discs with double side grinding machines on the 

shop floor was built based on DTRM. The intended system is shown in figure 4.1. The system uses 

five models to actualize connection between various components: physical process layer, virtual 

process layer, DT-based grinding process data, DT-based application service platform, 

communication, and data mapping mechanism. 

Building a manufacturing system based on DT begins with the physical process layer. The 

product workshop set up based on combinations of physical process entities may finish the 

production of brake discs in order to realize the functioning of the physical grinding process. based 

on the results of the grinding process planning, modeling, and forecast, change the process 

parameters to satisfy the specification requirement. 

As the counterpart to the physical process layer, the virtual process layer should describe 

the same mechanical mechanism as the actual physical behavior. combined with the 

communication layer to achieve data mapping for real-time connection between various 

components. 

The foundation of the digital twin system is the application service platform. During the 

grinding process, it primarily realizes all types of application functions, including process planning, 

monitoring, prediction, and control. 
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The link between the physical process layer and the virtual process layer is the 

communication and data mapping layer. The primary objective of the communication layer is to 

ensure continuous monitoring and optimization of the grinding process through process state 

transfer on bi-directional and real-time communication and data mapping. Communication 

protocols for industrial networks vary, including MTConnet, OPC Unified architecture, TIP/IP, 

etc. 

The primary duties of the data process layer include data gathering, pre-processing, 

integration, analysis, and so on. A variety of data types were produced by the physical grinding 

process layer, the virtual grinding process layer, the DT-based application platform, and a 

combination of these three modules in the data set. The associated data processing function has to 

be built in order to achieve precise information interaction between virtual and physical space. 

 

Figure 4.1.  System architecture of digital twin system 
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4.2. Virtual process layer 

A digital depiction of a physical system is called a virtual model. A digital twin is intended 

to be a functional and geometric replica of its physical counterpart. Siemens NX 12 was used for 

the virtual model's creation. Powerful software known as Siemens NX is combined with an 

application known as Mechatronics Concept Designer (MCD). 

MCD assists in giving CAD models that are close to the real physical system physical 

attributes and movements. Getting the precise system dimensions and building a CAD model of 

the station's components is the first stage in a CAD implementation. The entire system is broken 

down into a number of smaller parts. These consist of the following: fixtures, sliding mechanisms, 

torque tools and motors, workpieces, and control panels. The final assembly is created by 

combining each of these subassemblies that were designed in Siemens NX. The CAD model's 

related joints that unite the various parts of subassemblies are equipped with physics, material, and 

position control attributes to enable motion simulation. 

4.2.1. Virtual model 

Designing numerous subsystems and putting them together in a way that they mirror the 

real physical system is the process of creating a virtual model. Siemens NX is used for this. 

Siemens' Siemens NX software has an add-on called Mechatronics concept designer. Any machine 

or station under consideration may be created as a 3D model in the MCD by following the 

appropriate specifications. It enables the user to create the desired model's kinematic simulation in 

addition to 3D design. A 3D model must be transformed into a mechatronic model for the 

kinematic simulation by attaching the proper sensors, actuators, or cylinders. According to Figure 

4.2, a 3D model of the brake disc grinding production line's component parts was created. 
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Figure 4.2.  3D model of components 

 

 Workpiece, sliding mechanism, torque motor, gripper assembly, and faceplate are 

implemented as separate subsystems, as depicted in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The final assembly is 

made up of all of these subassemblies, as seen in Figure 4.5. Test each subcomponent after it has 

been properly setup to ensure that it functions as intended. 
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Figure 4.3.  sliding mechanism 

 

Figure 4.4.  gripper assembly 
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Figure 4.5.  Final assembly of the grinding production line 

 

Basic physics must be included in order to construct the mechatronic idea, where stiff 

bodies are incorporated as seen in Figure 4.6. Joints and restrictions, such fixed and hinge joints, 

were applied to the virtual model to make it move identically to the real model, see (Figure-4.7). 
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Figure 4.6.  basic physics of the grinding production line 
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Figure 4.7.  Joints and constraints of virtual model 
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The coupling between the different rigid bodies is carried out through gears (Figure 4.8) to 

achieve that the input and output transmission ratio is fulfilled. 

 

Figure 4.8.  Model coupling through gears 

 

The movement of each motor has been controlled by position controls (Figure 4.9) to which 

the target values in (°) and speed in (°/ s) are giving through the NX MCD input signals. 
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Figure 4.9.  Actuators for twin movement  
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4.3. Data process layer 

Connecting several data sources in the manufacturing environment is necessary to create a 

digital twin for a machining operation. These data types, which come from many data sources, 

may be categorized into static and dynamic data types. The pertinent data is separated into five 

groups before being used to generate the digital process twins. These include information about 

the workpiece, the process, the process, the machine, and the tool. These data serve as the data 

source for various process models used during machining to ascertain physical correlations. 

Dynamic data sets are represented by process data. Process data consists of all machine 

measurement and control signals as well as supplementary sensor data. This information comprises 

the following: 

Actual/ Nominal position data (X, Y, Z, …) 

Motor drive currents (X, Y, Z, …) 

Spindle current/ Power 

Spindle Speed 

Feedrate/ Grinding depth 

PLC information: cooling, hydraulics status 

Special process features can be represented in greater depth by incorporating extra sensors, 

which increases integration, calibration, and processing work. As a result, it is a critical issue to 

integrate the least number of extra sensors feasible while applying sophisticated computational 

techniques to establish process characteristics based on control and drive signals. 
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Static data that are pooled as planning data include tool data, technology data, machine 

data, and workpiece data. The fundamental development challenges include standardizing 

semantics, synchronizing dynamic and static data, and unifying data integrity criteria. The 

procedure for creating and showing the digital process twin as it is being processed will be outlined 

in the paragraphs that follow. Consider a process model for calculating grinding forces. 

4.4. Communication and data mapping layer 

4.4.1 Open platform communications 

The processing industries of today employ automation to create goods more effectively 

and consistently. For the entire process to run smoothly as well as for system monitoring purposes, 

communication is one of the key aspects. Various industrial communication protocols can be used 

to facilitate this communication between equipment. Depending on the kind of application under 

consideration and the user demand, an industrial communication protocol can be chosen. 

A set of protocols called "Open Platform Communication" (OPC) governs how different 

industrial devices can communicate with one another. It was established in 1995 with the 

assistance of Microsoft and several other automation players. Initially, it was referred to as object 

linking and embedding (OLE), and it was solely applicable to Windows operating systems and 

process management. Significant advancements were made throughout time, and it eventually 

became the preferred method of communication across the automation levels of different 

businesses [75]. 

OPC is a technology that is built on servers and clients, as shown in figure 4.10. The 

hardware communication protocol of the PLC is converted into the OPC protocol via the OPC 

server. For the data transfer between the devices, the client makes use of this OPC server. One or 
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more servers may be present and reply to customers' requests. These servers' connections to the 

controllers and devices enable them to carry out the requests made by clients. The communication 

connection between the programmable logic controller and simulation of the system must be built 

before implementing software in the loop or hardware in the loop simulation techniques. 

Information sharing between virtual systems and controllers may be done via OPC. 

The task of establishing communication between devices from various suppliers has been 

made simpler via OPC. This standard makes it possible to transmit data across various controllers, 

Human Machine Interface (HMI) devices, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

systems, and simulation tools (such as Siemens MCD, Process Simulate, Factory I/O, etc.). 

Hoffmann claims that PLC vendors or other parties frequently supply OPC servers (Kepware, 

Softing, etc). Data communication is possible between this server and many OPC clients [61]. 

 

Figure 4.10.  Open platform communications 
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As a bridge for communication between DELMIA V6 and GX IEC Developer, Heidari and 

Salamon employed the OPC. The simulation component was included in DELMIA V6, which also 

served as an OPC client. The GX IEC Developer was utilized for PLC programming. Using the 

Beijer OPC server, they were able to connect 110 inputs and outputs to the simulation with success 

[76]. 

For the construction of simulation, Hincapié and co-authors employed DELMIA 

automation as a PLM tool. They utilized OPC to communicate data between the PLC and the PLM 

tool while they tested the PLM tool in various scenarios [77]. Guerrero and co-researchers 

employed the pick and place station of the AMATROL mechatronic system to investigate the 

virtual environment and validate the control code. For the aim of simulating, authors utilized the 

program Process Simulate. The controller utilized was a Siemens S7-300. OPC was utilized for 

communication between the S7-300 and Process Simulate [78]. 

Wischnewski and Freund discussed their modeling work for transportation systems as well 

as their work on robot and machine interaction. When using the OPC to communicate data between 

the controller and the virtual system, the authors ran into a few issues. They continued by 

explaining that when the procedure is quick, the OPC is unable to communicate data between the 

controller and simulation in real-time, disrupting the entire process. They proposed slowing down 

simulation and PLC to provide OPC more time to digest information as a remedy to the highlighted 

issue [79]. 

Kim and his co-authors talked about virtual plant commissioning for steel production. For 

data connection between these devices, they connected the HMI and system emulator using OPC 
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in their solution. The simulation model and control logic were successfully evaluated by the 

authors [80]. 

Krause utilized Sandvika to develop a simulation of an LNG plant, and for control purposes, 

an emulation of the AC 870P/ Melody System, a component of the ABB 800xA Distributed 

Control System, was employed. Using OPC and a 500ms update time, he was able to effectively 

establish communication between the simulation model and the controller [81]. 

Because the developed system is based on Siemens platform, and the factory uses 

Mitsubishi machine tools, in order to realize the function of HiL. The DT system must be able to 

connect and transmit data with the PLC. For this purpose, data acquisition and exchange modules 

were developed 

 

Figure 4.11.  Data acquisition and exchange module 
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4.4.2 Data mapping strategy 

DTMT interacts in real-time with physical CNCMT and functions as a mapping shadow of 

it. An effective real-time mapping approach between DTMT and CNCMT is therefore required. 

Additionally, the CNCMT's operating circumstances include kinematics, dynamics, and 

thermodynamics characteristics according to many topics. CNCMT data is linked, multi-source, 

and heterogeneous. A mapping model enabling from simple to complicated data with 

expandability is required to fulfill the DTMT's data-driven applications. Platform-independent 

interfaces and the interoperability of mapping models continue to be significant. Additionally, the 

operating data for CNCMT is massive, intricate, unstructured, and updated often, therefore a 

column database is a good choice for data storage. 

As a standardized interface between automation systems, OLE for Process Control Unified 

Architecture (OPC UA) is frequently utilized in modern times. It makes it possible to move data 

between the manufacturing floor and the enterprise via a platform-independent interoperability 

standard. In this study, the mapping methodology is created in accordance with OPC UA 

specifications. 

Running data are acquired from different sensors and the CNC controller, as seen in figure 

4.12, and then transferred to the server for the DTMT mapping model. There are four levels in the 

mapping model server. The compatibility of many interfaces, including RS485, RS232, Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth, CAN, and others, is implemented at the physical interface layer. For many interfaces, 

the protocol driver layer offers a standard read and write technique. 

Data processing from various communication protocols is accomplished by the data 

parsing layer. On the basis of a data-mapping dictionary, the information model layer finally 
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transforms diverse data into information. The data-mapping dictionary offers comprehensive 

details on the CNCMT data, including accepted definitions of data items, their meanings, and 

permitted values. After the mapping model server has parsed and transformed the protocol, running 

data is published to the DTMT descriptive model and DTMT database. The operating condition 

loading and system simulation of the DTMT may be carried out by the solver and post-processor 

in the descriptive model of DTMT. Wrong working conditions and design flaws can be discovered 

by mining the active data with machine learning methods. 

 

Figure 4.12.  Digital twin data mapping strategy 
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The signal adapter enables the connection between the position control parameters, the 

input signals, and the required formulae to create a conversion between the value that leaves the 

PLC and the value that enters the virtual model for the model's proper operation. 

 

 

Figure 4.13.  Signals adapter 

 

The mapping between the input signals of the NX MCD with the output signals of the PLC 

that are carried out through the PLCSIM Advanced software (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.14.  Signal Mapping of digital twin 

 

4.4.3 Net to PLCSIM 

With the Siemens emulator, Net to PLCSIM is a helpful tool for testing and validating the 

various systems, such as SCADA and HMI. It provides network connectivity between the user and 

PLCSIM. When PLCSIM is in operation, this utility establishes network connectivity via the host 

PC's network interface. 

The use of a real PLC is not necessary when using this tool to test client applications. The 

ability to operate many PLC instances concurrently, allowing for inter-PLC communication, is one 

of the most valuable features. Also correctly read and written data blocks are supported. 
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In the initial release of Net to PLCSIM, a library was created utilizing S7ProSim-Com-

Object. This interface was sluggish, per the information on the page. The S7-1200 and S7-1500 

employ the S7online-interface since they lack the S7ProSim interface, according to the author [82]. 

For the apps in the Simatic world, S7online-interface leverages the OSI layers. Using the 

Multipoint Interface (MPI), Profibus, or Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP), this interface 

transfers data from the application layer to the transport layer. As illustrated in the image below 

[82], the Net to PLCSIM tool utilizes the transport layer (IP/IsoOnTCP) and the S7online-interface 

for data exchange. In this thesis, control code is tested using the mechatronic model using Net to 

PLCSIM. Additionally, it connects to Visual Basic. PLCs were employed in many instances, and 

communication was established satisfactorily. 

 

Figure 4.15.  Net to PLCSIM [82] 

4.5 Virtual controller 

PLCs are characterized as computers with memory, input/output devices, and a CPU [83]. 

Depending on the status of the input signals and control logic, the CPU allows the changing of 
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outputs. PLC may also be referred to as an industrial computer that can operate more basic 

automation equipment in a demanding industrial setting. PLC is able to handle certain events that 

are created in real-time as a result of modifications to the manufacturing process or industrial 

environment. Bolton claims that a PLC is a particular kind of controller built on a microprocessor 

that uses program memory to store the control program and executes it using timers, counters, 

arithmetic, and logic. Depending on the program and PLC type employed, this program is then 

used to control all or a portion of the production operations [84]. 

A number of communication interfaces, including Ethernet, Profibus, and others, are built 

into PLCs for connecting to other devices or computers. PLC often adheres to a modular structure, 

which has several advantages. One advantage is that after deployment, new input and output 

modules may be combined with the PLC (depending on the type) to accommodate modifications 

in the initial demand. PLCs are mostly utilized in manufacturing sectors for process control. 

Special purpose PLCs with extra co-processors can be utilized to manage more complicated 

production processes and process data quickly and reliably. PLCs are microprocessor-based 

control systems, therefore by altering the programming of the control code, they may be utilized 

for a number of purposes and applications. 
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Figure 4.16.  Cycle of control code in PLC 

 

Cycles are used to run PLC code that is stored in program memory, as shown in figure 4.16. 

At the beginning of the scan cycle, it automatically allots some processing time for operating 

system activities so that everything may be done in real time. The input signals from sensors or 

other sources are stored in RAM, and the PLC runs the control code in accordance with these 

signals. The output variables with various values are sent to the out interface when the control code 

is performed to enable the on/off control of a particular motor, actuator, or other piece of industrial 

machinery. 

The CPU initiates a new scan cycle when the current cycle, which typically lasts a few 

milliseconds, has finished. This enables the completion of several tasks during a single cycle. 

Depending on the needs, a variety of languages are available for developing control code. The 

International Electrotechnical Commission has defined and authorized languages for PLC 

programming (IEC). The IEC-61131-3 standard was released by this commission to give users 

adequate instructions and data. This standard also included a list of authoring techniques for 
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control code. The IEC 61131-3 standard specifies five PLC programming languages, whose names 

are as follows: 

1. Instruction List 

2. Structured Text 

3. Function Block Diagram 

4. Ladder Diagram 

5. Sequential Function Chart 

The distribution and testing stations in this thesis were both programmed using ladder logic 

diagrams. This language was created when industrial systems were controlled by 

electromechanical systems. Along with some functional block diagram components that represent 

logical expressions, a ladder program may also include contacts (which represent inputs) and coils 

(which represent outputs). For a large setup, there are approaches that may be used with ladder 

programming. Timing diagrams, flowchart diagrams, sequence bits, and state diagrams are a few 

of these approaches. These approaches allow for the creation of well-structured programs, which 

can aid in troubleshooting efforts. 

Siemens provides Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) Portal for PLC programming. 

Working with motion controllers, drives, and human machine interfaces (HMI) is feasible with 

this engineering tool. The TIA Portal's user interface is straightforward, which makes it easier to 

do programming tasks quickly. There is also a library of pre-programmed function blocks that can 

carry out various tasks. Figure 4.17 depicts this interface, which is simpler to grasp than Siemens 

Step7 Programming. Another benefit is the ability to combine and program several PLCs in a 
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single file. A system often consists of several controllers, and it makes programming easier for the 

programmers if both controllers can be written in the same file. 

 

Figure 4.17.  Virtual controller in TIA Portal 

 

Complete study was needed in order to program the grinding process station based on a 

digital twin. To fully comprehend how the aforementioned stations worked, a few steps had to be 

taken. The next stage was to acquaint yourself with the station's real hardware. Signal addressing 

was compared to the information supplied in the manuals. The TIA portal was equipped with some 

basic logic, and it was linked to an industrial PLC to see how it operated. The next stage was to 

develop a sequence diagram of the entire process, taking into account all the signals, after having 

a general understanding of the system. After the sequence diagram, programming on the TIA site 
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is quite simple. Finally, by inserting workpieces of various colors and heights into the system, the 

functionality of both stations was confirmed. 

For the safety of the real hardware, communication between distribution controllers and 

testing stations was also developed, as seen in figure 4.18. It was made possible by utilizing the 

data blocks utilized in the programming of both stations and the function blocks available in the 

TIA portal library. Data is sent from one controller to the other controller using the "PUT" function 

block. The bits that must be transferred to the other controller are designated with SD x. The 

address of the bits on a different controller to which data will be transferred is ADDR x. These 

blocks employ a 10Hz clock to obtain or transmit the most recent data in real time. 

 

Figure 4.18.  Data Exchange 

 

There is a "GET" block, similar to the "PUT" block, for obtaining data from other 

controllers. The address of the bits from which data will be received is indicated in ADDR x. RD 
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x displays the bits that will be used to save the data from ADDR x for later usage in control logic. 

Communication between distribution controllers and the testing station was established in this 

manner. For the sake of the workers' and real hardware's safety, data communication between 

controllers is essential. 

A part of the STEP 7 flowchart for PLC control is shown in Figure 4.19. It is possible to 

view the organization block's (OB1) cycle main program running continuously when the PLC is 

operational. All of its functions (FC) are stored in it, including those for controlling the HMI drives 

and loading the routines (10 in all), which in turn cause the function blocks to be activated and 

move each of the twin motors in the direction that has been chosen. Data blocks (DB) are where 

function blocks store their intermediate variables [55]. 

 

Figure 4.19.  Virtual PLC encoding 
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The positioning axis (referred to as "TO Positioning Axis") was the chosen technological 

object [56]. By using the actual dynamics and mechanics characteristics of the motors, it was set, 

and the data was recorded in a technical data block. 

A movement request is made from the user program using the Motion Control instructions 

[57] through "Motor1 Run" with absolute coordinates to the destination point specified by the 

variable "Position" and set speed (Figure-4.20). When the "Busy" flag is set to TRUE, positioning 

orders are delivered to the axis, which connects to the driver controllers M542 with the aid of pulse 

generators PTO (Pulse Train Output), from telegram 3 [57]. These drivers act as a power controller 

(voltage and current), converting the card's pulses into motor steps and controlling the rotation's 

direction (Figure-4.20). The system alerts the user through "Motor1 MoveON" when the goal 

position has been attained. 

 

Figure 4.20.  Motion Control 
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4.6. Application 

The developed digital twin system is finally applied to the actual factory. There are two 

application methods, namely SiL and HiL. In the SiL method, the processing parameters and the 

geometric model parameters of the brake disc are input into the digital twin system, which can 

predict the process behavior. The operator can adjust the appropriate parameters according to the 

guidance of the digital twin system to meet the processing requirements. In Hil, the digital twin 

system is directly connected to the grinding machine in the factory, and real-time process 

parameters are obtained through PLC. And sensor signals also deliver to the digital twin system. 

The digital twin system can predict the machining behavior by using real time process parameters, 

by calculating the grinding force, and then along the power flow to generate current value. And 

use it as a reference value and compare it with the actual current value. If the deviation between 

the actual current value and the reference current value exceeds the set threshold, it means that 

there is a problem with the machine or the processed parts. The system will make an alarm to 

remind the operator to check the site. 

On the other hand, the developed system will be installed as the base platform in the actual 

plant due to its predicted reliability. Contribute to the development of more applications for the 

system in the future. The vibration sensor signal will be collected and displayed in real time, by 

analyzing the stability of the machining process. If there is a problem, the parameters will be 

adjusted in real time using intelligent control technology, and the adjusted value will be sent to the 

factory PLC and digital twin system for the next processing and simulation calculation 
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Figure 4.21.  Application of implemented system 
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Chapter 5 . RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

5.1.1. Implementation of developed system 

The developed digital twin system can be easily applied to a grinding machine for multiple 

purposes. The developed system is applied to the double-sided vertical type surface grinding 

machine from Daisho, Japan. The machine is used for the grinding of the automotive brake disc. 

The developed system is portable. It can be easily installed and relocated from machine to machine. 

The setting values for monitoring can be changed easily. At first, all the components of the smart 

system are installed at the real machine at Namyang Nexmo, Korea, as seen in Figure 5.1. The 

manufacturing of the brake disc consists of several stages. However, our focus is on the stage of 

the grinding process. The sensors are installed at the grinding process location using mountings. 

Devices like DAQ and sensors are connected to the developed monitoring system using an ethernet 

cable. The autonomous monitoring and predicting system is installed into the Control room.  

 

Figure 5.1. Implementation of the system at the site 
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5.1.2. Integrate to the control room 

The implemented solution is successfully tested at the industrial PC before being integrated 

with the company's standard control architecture. TCP/IP is used to transport communication 

between the control room PC and the industrial PC. Just by sitting in the control room, the plant 

manager can monitor the behavior of the process. This forecasting technique may potentially be 

used in the future to test PLC programs. The user double-clicks the program to launch it on the 

Windows operating system before beginning to utilize the produced system. Then, the gadgets are 

linked to the program. The program shows the real-time sensor signal after it is attached. It has the 

potential to significantly alter the factory's overall productivity when fully automated. 

 

Figure 5.2. Control room display for the plant manager 
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5.2. Functionality testing of developed system 

5.2.1. Real factory environment testing 

The developed software is converted into the application file and installed into the 

industrial PC at the machine site. The PC does not require to have any external tools like TIA 

Portal for its functioning. The developed system is tested for the grinding process of the brake disc. 

The process parameters information for the brake disc is shown in Table 5.1. 

 

Table. 5.1. Process parameter for brake disc grinding 

No 
Process 

parameters 
Values 

1. Clamp pressure 0.5 ~ 1.5 MPa 

2. 
Grinding wheel 

RPM 
750 - 850 

3. Workpiece RPM 130 - 250 

4. Feed rate 40/30/20 μm/sec 

5. Spark out time 3.0 sec 

6. Coolant oil 

concentration 

4±2% 

 

When the start button of the system is pressed, the data acquisition from the sensor initiates, 

and simultaneously the UI window displays the real-time motor current value. Demonstration of 

real-time failure instances at our wish is difficult, so it is demonstrated by altering the threshold 
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limits. In the demonstration scenario, it can be seen that when the vibration amplitude level 

increases and go beyond threshold limits, the process condition is termed as failure. It is an 

indication of surface defects like burn marks in the workpiece. Consecutively, the smart control 

algorithm calculates the difference between the standard and current vibration level and calculates 

the new process parameters to avoid failure; the new grinding wheel RPM is calculated and 

delivered to the machine controller through OPC and PLC connection. 

 

5.3. Experiment and result 

After the developed digital twin system is correctly connected and installed. By monitoring 

the real-time processing parameters, including the rotation speed, feed rate motor current, etc., the 

real-time data process monitoring is shown in the following figure. After the real-time data is 

obtained in the virtual space, the simulation calculation is carried out, and the predicted spindle 

motor current value is obtained. The acquisition frequency of the real-time data of the current is 

once a second. The bule line in the picture is the actual data, and the red is the predicted data. 

Compare 10 sets of simulated values with actual measured values. The data obtained is shown in 

the below table. 
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Figure 5.3. Real time experiment of digital twin system 

 

Using mean average value to calculate the accuracy, the formular is: 
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  (5.01) 

 

The lowest accuracy measured in the 10 sets of data is used as the effectiveness evaluation 

of the system. As shown in the below table: 
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Table 5.2. Accuracy level of data sets. 

Data Set 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 

𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 

1 95.53 95.15 

2 92.78 95.83 

3 94.81 95.17 

4 92.03 94.87 

5 92.78 96.30 

6 93.60 96.32 

7 92.02 96.00 

8 92.93 96.04 

9 92.64 96.50 

10 92.81 94.95 

 

The minimum accuracy is 92%. Therefore, it can be considered that the developed system 

is effective to describe the behavior of physical entities. 

The result compared between simulation and real data has a certain deviation, although the 

proposed system calculates the in-process working state of the machine through real-time data 

analysis. However, it is still the analysis in the static state, the influence of vibration during the 

grinding process, and the influence of the temperature change of the grindstone and material during 

the grinding process have not been considered. 
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Chapter 6 . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This dissertation demonstrates the methodology to develop and implement a digital twin 

technical in grinding production line for predicting process behavior. The system framework was 

established based on DTRM. In the physical space layer, the physical entities were rearranged 

based on the design. Generating the 3D model of grinding production line and give the key 

corresponding physical parameters to make it have practical significance. The communication 

module was developed to realize data collection, data processing, and data transfer between 

physical layer and virtual layer. Due to the characteristics of double side grinding, indirect grinding 

behavior measurement is proposed and designed in this article. The spindle model was established 

though analyzing the power losses alone the power flow. Deducing the relationship between the 

processing parameters, the geometric conditions of the workpiece, grinding force and the grinding 

power, the grinding process model was generated. The developed model was programmed by using 

C++ and communicate with virtual space layer to get process parameters, machine state. The 

grinding process behavior can be simulated and predicted in the real time way. 

Comparison between predicted result obtained from the proposed digital twin model and 

experiment, revealed a good agreement between proposed model and practice. With the help of a 

digital twin, companies can test and validate a product before it even exists in the real world. By 

creating a replica of the planned production process, a digital twin enables engineers to identify 

any process failures before the product goes into production. 

In further work in the future, the simulation of the process in the virtual space will be 

optimized, considering the effects of vibration and heat effect. And develop process control and 

optimization algorithms and use the established digital twin system to control the actual process 

to improve the rate of quality products and production efficiency.  
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